PROCEEDINGS OF THE STATE PROJECT DIRECTOR, RAJIV VIDYA MISSION (SSA) ANDHRA PRADESH - HYDERABAD.

Present; Dr. R.V. Chandra Vadan, I.A.S


Sub:- APRVM (SSA), Hyderabad – Right of Children to Free and Compulsory Education Act 2009 – Sanction of part-time instructors in Health and Physical Education – Providing games and sports material to schools – Reg.

***

All the Project Officers of RVM in the state are informed that it is decided to procure games and sports material to all Government schools (primary schools, upper primary schools and upper primary sections of high schools) in the state during the present academic year as envisaged in the schedule of RTE Act. The suggestive list of items under games and sports to be procured along with agencies will be finalized at SPO to facilitate SMCs for procurement. It is further decided to procure the games material worth of ₹2,000/- per school in respect of primary schools and ₹4,000/- per school in respect of upper primary schools and upper primary sections of high schools duly meeting the budget from School Grants already released for 2011-12.

Therefore, all the Project Officers are requested to issue necessary instructions to the heads of the institutions through the Mandal Educational Officers / Dy. Educational Officers concerned to set apart the amounts mentioned above for procurement of games and sports material until further orders.

Sd/- P. Brahmananda Rao
for STATE PROJECT DIRECTOR

To
All the Project Officers of RVM in the state
Copy to all District Educational Officers
Copy forwarded to all District Collectors
Copy submitted to the Principal Secretary, PE&SSA

//t.c.attested//

Planning Coordinator
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